Infrared video thermography: a technique for assessing cold adaptation in insects.
Insects can survive subzero temperatures by two main strategies: freeze tolerance and freeze avoidance. An array of techniques have been used to investigate the physiological limits of insects to low temperatures, such as differential scanning calorimetry, temperature-controlled cooling apparatus, thermocouples, and computer-controlled chart recording equipment. However, these techniques require animals to be stationary, precluding behavioral data. We used infrared video thermography to investigate cold adaptation in an alpine insect, expanding such investigations to include behavioral response as an indicator of physiological stress. This technique is noninvasive and provides a large amount of physiological information, such as supercooling points, lower lethal temperatures, and hemolymph melting points. Insect supercooling points in response to a constant cooling rate were variable; however, temperatures at the initiation of behavioral stress response were less variable. Assessments of supercooling points and lower lethal temperatures obtained in this way are more biologically meaningful because allowing unhindered movement of insects more closely resembles natural environments.